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Name: Date:

Scrambled Sentences
The words in the sentences have been scrambled. On the lines provided below each sentence, 
re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order.

1. six supper, struck behind door she kitchen closing the When clock the her.
went gently to out get

2. the roads frozen it in or is in walk �elds. ground to hard so ploughed the 
foot bruises the The that

3. your but to tried that hand so be hard break wounded they a The come 
twig. had branches you if

4. the roses of fence. Wild in along tufts �aming the bunchgrass were

5. the sun. and was orchard sparkling rippling in The

6. announce into moments street dash wonder out as the few running the if 
�agged to he rushing Every and walk to boy a the down were would 
some world. come

7. and there clear river ran no and rain, sand. there, since ripples shallow, 
had the in was sparkling been The over it
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Scrambled Sentences
The words in the sentences have been scrambled. On the lines provided below each sentence, 
re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order.

1.

When the kitchen clock struck six she went out to get supper, closing the 
door gently behind her.

six supper, struck behind door she kitchen closing the When clock the her.
went gently to out get

2.

The ground is frozen so hard that it bruises the foot to walk in the roads or 
in the ploughed fields.

the roads frozen it in or is in walk fields. ground to hard so ploughed the 
foot bruises the The that

3.

The branches had be come so hard that they wounded your hand if you 
but tried to break a twig.

your but to tried that hand so be hard break wounded they a The come 
twig. had branches you if

4.

Wild roses were flaming in the tufts of bunchgrass along the fence.

the roses of fence. Wild in along tufts flaming the bunchgrass were

5.

The orchard was sparkling and rippling in the sun.

the sun. and was orchard sparkling rippling in The

6.

Every few moments a boy would come running down the flagged walk 
and dash out into the street as if he were rushing to announce some 
wonder to the world.

announce into moments street dash wonder out as the few running the if 
flagged to he rushing Every and walk to boy a the down were would 
some world. come

7.

The river was clear there, and shallow, since there had been no rain, and 
it ran in ripples over the sparkling sand.

and there clear river ran no and rain, sand. there, since ripples shallow, 
had the in was sparkling been The over it


